Supplementary
. Proportion (%) of tRNA reads corresponding to the Precursor tRNA group (left panel) or the Processed tRNA group (right panel) for every tRNA type detected by RNAseq in our study. Replicates correspond to 4 independent RNAseq experiments.
Supplementary Figure 2.
Proportion (%) of bases found at position 34 for tRNA Ile AAT and tRNA Thr AGT within the "Precursor" tRNA group. In both cases inosine 34 (read as a G34) could be detected in the "Precursor" tRNA group. The "Processed" tRNA group was not analyzed for these tRNAs because of low read counts. We obtained less than 30 reads for "Processed" tRNA Ile AGT and less than 10 reads for "Processed" tRNA Thr AGT. Supplementary Figure 3 . The SeqLogo package version 1.24.0 was used to generate sequence logos showing nucleotide proportions around anticodon+1 position for tRNAs Ile(AAT), Leu(AAG) and Val(AAC). Shown are the results for base calls considering reads from the "Precursor tRNA" and "Processed precursor tRNA" groups together, for each tRNA type. While A-to-I deamination is observed at position A34 (detected as G34), no deamination is detected at adenosines in position 35 (A35) in these tRNAs.
Supplementary Figure 4 (see next page)
. A-to-G mismatch proportion observed by RNAseq at residues throughout the whole sequence of the tRNA for all human ANN tRNAs. Background/noise levels were defined as the signal below 1% of the A-to-G mismatch error rate and is represented in the graphs as a grey dashed line. Residues showing an A-to-G mismatch proportion higher than 1% are indicated. Pos34: I34; Pos37: I37 (will be further modified to m
